Question # 16: YOUR CONSTRUCTIVE COMMENTS ON YOUR TA'S TEACHING SKILLS ARE EXTREMELY IMPORTANT. PLEASE WRITE YOUR COMMENTS IN THE TEXTBOX BELOW. PLEASE LIMIT YOUR COMMENTS TO 2000 CHARACTERS.

- knows the material exceptionally well. understands what the students are going through and can relate to them.

- I'm really thankful that he takes time out of his day to conduct review session for us prior to a midterm/final. Sometimes he uses vocabulary beyond our text, but if you tell him, he'll gladly back up and re-explain the material in a more understanding format.

- very helpful great ta would take one of the classes he ta again

- Very helpful and understands subject matter. He does help the students

- Provided a different perspective with regard to presenting material from lecture. Overall, very helpful with regard to making material more understandable.

- Prasad was always very patient, even when it was obvious I was asking a very basic question. He always had a knack for making the most complicated subject seem clear as day. Thanks Prasad!